
Bill Nye the Science Guy! 
Bill! Bill! Bill! Bill! 

 
Remember watching Bill Nye as a kid? Well, I hope you do because for the next 
hour, you’ll be reliving those memories for points! 
 
Section 1: General Bill Nye the Science Guy Questions: 

1. Bill Nye the Science Guy spawned from Bill Nye doing science 
experiments on what show? 

2. What fact is repeated in every Bill Nye episode? 

3. Bill Nye had various kids on his shows explaining concepts and doing 
demonstrations. One of the girls went on to be in Hannah Montana. Who 
was it? 

4. Bill Nye hated traffic and the pollution that came with it and was seen 
many times riding a bicycle to and from places. However, there was one 
car with an unusual property that showed up in multiple episodes with Bill 
driving it around on the road. What was special about it?  

5. About once per episode, Bill Nye analyzes a certain aspect of the 
episode's subject, going into finer detail and usually with some 
demonstration materials of science! Before he would do all of this, he 
would ask you to do something. What was it? 

6. Who needed to eat their crusts? 

7. Who narrated the show and occasionally made visual appearances, 
including once as the host of a parody of This Old House? 

 
 
Section 2: Bill Nye the Science Guy Episodes 
 
For the next 15 questions, no episode is repeated (although episodes with similar 
subject matters are used to confuse you). If you are using the internet, we will be 
expecting the exact subject matter of the episode while if you are not using the 
internet, you’re fine as long as you are specific enough that it can’t be confused 
for any episode. 
 



• Door Jokes (every episode opens with Bill Nye going into his lab through a 
clearly superfluous door. what happens when he tries to go through?) 

8. There are 3 doors, one of them leads to the lab, the other 2 punch 
Bill Nye when opened. 

9. Bill Nye opens the door with his mind. 

10. The door is in someone's bloodstream. 

11. "Red light makes you stop, green light makes you go, all the others 
make you disco" 

12. First the door takes Bill Nye into a market, then to a dock, then to a 
helicopter pad. 

• Unusual Contraptions of Science 

13. Tectonic Cookie of Science 

14. Foam Rubber Map of Science! 

15. Rubber Balloon Breathing Simulator of Science! 

16. Giant Balance Beam of Science! (with the Grunge Band of 
Science!) 

17. 800mm Lens of Science! 

• Soundtrack of Science 

 For each of the song clips on the audio track distributed with this boni, 
 identify the episode they’re from, the song they’re parodying, and the artist 
 of the parodied song. 

18.  

19.  

20.  

21.  

22.  

 



Section 3: Celebrity Cameos 

23. Penn & Teller were not on the Psuedoscience episode as you might 
expect them to be, but actually on a different episode that makes sense 
when you think about it for a bit. What episode were they on and what did 
they do which was really unusual for them? 

24. Who actually was on the psuedoscience episode? 

25. Most kids shows throw in some jokes for the parents so that the parent 
also gets a laugh out of enjoy TV with their kid. Who did parents get to see 
Bill Nye flirting with while the kids were learning about flowers? 

26. Who does Bill Nye fire when he fails at getting Bill Nye out of a traffic 
jam? 

27. When it came to talking about the dinosaurs in the Lifestyles of the 
Large & Extinct, Bill Nye showed that there was no better person than 
who? 

 
Section 4: Other Bill Nye Shows 

28. Since Bill Nye is the science guy, which news organization decided to 
call him in multiple times to talk about the BP oil spill? 

29. While Bill Nye the Science Guy was directed towards preteens, Bill 
Nye had another show directed towards teenagers. What was it called? 

30. One of Bill Nye's speeches inspired a math and science based drama. 
Bill made some cameos in this series as a professor of engineering. What 
was the show? 

31. Bill Nye did the voice-over commentary for an experiment for the 
Climate Reality Project. The problem was, while the experiment should 
have worked, it didn't. What was the experiment and what was one reason 
Bill Nye later said it didn't work? 

32. What was Bill Nye's first acting job? 

 


